SURVEY SCOPE FOR JAMES ISLAND COUNTY PARK RV CAMPGROUND DRAINAGE
05/19/2022

Survey area includes the area bounded by:
- Asphalt paved roads to the south, east, and west.
- Drainage ditch or swale near the overhead power transmission (OHP) right of way to the north,
extending to the entrance drive for the Outdoor Zone to the west, and to the intersection of the ditch
with the blue trail to the east.
Plus,
- The drainage pipe from the detention pond northward across the OHP right of way to the pipe outfall
location at the ditch on the opposite side of the right of way, including all drainage structures and
connecting pipes, with sizes and invert elevations.
- Culverts across roads (to south, east, and west) at limits of survey area, and at ditch/swale at northern
limit of survey area, including culverts at access driveways. Show all pipe sizes and invert elevations at
ends.
Survey shall include:
- Edge of pavement of roads to south, east, and west of campground.
- All pipes with sizes and inverts
- All ditches and swales, including roadside ditches and swales (including roads at boundaries of survey
area), with invert elevations
- All drainage structures with elevation of lid or inlet (and surrounding grade if lid is higher than ground
level), bottom invert, and size and invert in/out of all connecting pipes.
- All erosion control structures, and rip rap collars at pipe-ends.
- Top of bank and water level at pond.
- FFE of all buildings and spot elev. at each corner.
- Spot elevations (gravel surface) of RV parking pads - minimum 4 at each (at appx. limits of space where
RV’s park) with more at non-rectilinear pads and where slope of pad changes, plus at edge of asphalt
pavement each side of entrance to pad.

- Spot elevations at edge of pavement at entrance to campground each lane 50’ o.c.
- Spot elevation of sanitary sewer hookups (top of pipe with cap open) at campsites, spot elev. at 4
corners of surrounding 14”x 32”+- conc. pad at hookups, and elevation of conc. at pipe at pads where
pipe extends above level of conc.
- Spot elevations at Communal Dump Station (at campground exit) – 4 corners of concrete pad (top and
bottom of curb) and top of pipe (with cap open).
- Spot elevations as needed to show depressions and low points within survey area not indicated by
other spot elevations.
- Limits of areas where ponding occurs during heavy rain (consult with campground staff for locations).
- Siltation/sedimentation in pipes and ditches. Include spot elevation at top of sediment and at original
invert.
- Hand holes/pull boxes for underground IT cables.

Use North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88) for elevations.
CCPRC will provide a CAD file of past survey showing location of; buildings, roads within campground, RV
campsite pads, trees, pond, water lines and services, sanitary sewer lines and services, sewer easement,
site lighting, and above ground electrical equipment. Surveyor is to use this drawing as a base and add
the new information to it.
CCPRC will also provide approximate locations of existing underground IT cables.
Park staff will clear vegetation from ditches and swales prior to survey. Surveyor is to provide 3 weeks
advanced notice of start date so this work can be completed.

